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What is the potential of corporate
law tools…

- Business Risk Disclosure
- Directors’ Duties (due care & diligence,
best interests of company)
- Shareholder Resolutions

…to influence (govern?) climate &
energy decision-making by
companies?
> shift capital & resources away
from carbon-intensive assets or
operations & into clean energy
practices

A case study in private
environmental
governance?
Focus on role of non-state actors
since Paris, slow progress by
governments
Corporate law tools align with
private governance model, nonstate actors involved in
establishing & enforcing standards
Complex interplay of public and
private interests – can protecting
private interests lead to public
interest outcomes?

Understand legal obligations, duties and
rights as they apply to climate & energy
decision-making by companies
Empirical work (document review &
qualitative interviews) - how companies
approach climate & energy decisionmaking? - how is this influenced by
corporate law tools?
Assessment of potential & limitations >
law & governance reform
recommendations

Research
Approach
Interviews
Corporate & Financial Sector Regulators (2)
Companies (7) – ASX50 (energy, utilities,
materials)
Asset Owners (7) – industry superfunds
Asset Managers (2)
Civil Society Advocacy Groups (2)
Investor Groups / Associations – climate change
focus (2)
Investor Service Providers - ESG analysis, proxy
voting, engagement (2)

Corporate Law
Tools

– enlivened by
recognition of
climate change as a
financial risk

Source: TCFD Final Report 2017, p10.

Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) - disclose material risks to business –
annual reports (& other disclosures e.g. prospectus)
Materiality – will this information influence the economic decisions
of market stakeholders?
Could the risk substantially impact on the company’s ability to
create or preserve value for shareholders over short, medium & long
term?
Climate Change – a material financial risk?
Company & context specific, time frames are important
But increasing recognition of materiality, esp. for highly exposed
sectors (e.g. resource, energy)
What is expected? - No substantive guidance – emerging best practice
re. existing legal obligations
- TCFD (disclose in financial statements & director’s report; use
scenario analysis to assess financial implications, including 2⁰ or
lower temp. goal) - co-developed & endorsed by business
- championed by investors, civil society, (& regulators)
- Litigation – public & private enforcement – key role in consolidating
understanding of materiality & best practice

Business Risk
Disclosure

Litigation – misleading disclosure of climate risks
public & private enforcement

Business Risk Disclosure by Australian
companies – an empirical view?
Highly variable &
inadequate practice

Materiality assessment
focused on short-term

Weak enforcement,
lack of regulatory
guidance

Transition risks feature
more prominently than
physical risks –
tendency to focus
narrowly on policy risks

Practice is shifting as a
result of TCFD (investor
pressure & focus from
regulators) – best
practice still evolving

Directors’ Duties – guide & monitor
management of company
Corporations Act 2001
- S180(1) directors must exercise powers / discharge duties with due care and diligence
(reasonable person standard)
- S 180(3) business judgement rule – protection from liability where director acts (or
decides not to act) on informed and rational assessment of company’s best interests
Procedural obligations – duty does not require particular course of action, no liability for
incorrect commercial judgement – focus on processes of information gathering,
deliberation, decision-making.
Disclosure – directors sign off on financial reports as providing true & fair representation
of company’s financial position (ss295-297). Annual reports constitute representations
made by directors. Misleading disclosure may be stepping stone to breach of duty.

A duty to consider, disclose, (respond to) climate risks?

Directors must inform themselves of foreseeable risks to
company interests
Directors must take proportionate measures: degree of
care & diligence / measures expected depends on
nature, extent & foreseeability of risks, as well as
competing considerations (e.g. expense & difficulty)
2016: increasing evidence re. extent & foreseeability of
climate risks
‘only a matter of time before we see litigation against a
director who has failed to perceive, disclose or take steps
in relation to a foreseeable climate-related risk that can
be demonstrated to have caused harm to a company.’
2019: New material factors: coordinated engagement of
financial regulators; new reporting frameworks; investor
& community pressure ; scientific advances; increased
litigation risks
‘these matters elevate the standard of care that will be
expected of a reasonable director. Company directors
who consider climate change risks actively, disclose them
properly and respond appropriately will reduce exposure
to liability. But as time passes, the benchmark is rising.’

Hutley &
HartfordDavis
2016 2019

Litigation – directors’ duties
private enforcement

Directors’ duties – Australian companies
- an empirical view?
Increasing
understanding of how
directors’ duties apply
to climate change

Different approaches nature of company,
sector, as well as
personal characteristics
of directors

Shifts linked to
prominent legal opinion
& thought leadership

Focus on short-term
objective & risks
outweighs longer term
considerations

Threat of liability is
significant driver

Conclusions – using corporate law tools to govern
climate & energy decision-making by companies?
Mounting pressure on companies (& directors) to identify, assess,
disclose (& respond to?) climate risks (especially larger, highly
exposed companies)
Impact on company decision-making (shift capital & resources
away from assets or operations exposed to climate risks and into
clean energy practices)?
Legal tools are process-focused / principles-based not outcomefocused
Outcomes are contingent on materiality determinations &
evolution of climate risks - business as usual still makes financial
sense for many companies over medium term
Increased enforcement activity (public & private) – important to
crystallise understandings around the financial materiality of
climate risks & associated legal obligations – expectations
increasing.

Protecting private interests to achieve
public interest outcomes?
Corporate Law tools – protect company value and performance – i.e. private interests of
shareholders (& other stakeholders – creditors, customers, insurers)
Impact limited to actions that align with best interests of company (dominance of
shareholder primacy theory)
- how does this align with public interest objectives (limiting temperature rise to 1.5
degrees as per Paris Agreement)?
Identifying, assessing, disclosing & managing climate risks – as the law currently requires
of companies & their directors - does not automatically translate to changed climate and
energy decision-making along the timeframes required to meet international public
interests goals.
Harnessing private actors for public outcomes – difficult without clearer regulatory signals
from government (emissions limitations, clean energy uptake, mandatory disclosure)
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